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Abstract

A series of smog chamber experiments were conducted to investigate the transfor-
mation of primary organic aerosol (POA) and formation of secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) during the photo-oxidation of dilute gasoline and diesel motor vehicle exhaust.
In half of the experiments POA was present in the chamber at the onset of photo-5

oxidation. In these experiments positive matrix factorization (PMF) was used to deter-
mine separate POA and SOA factors from aerosol mass spectrometer data. A two-
factor solution, with one POA factor and one SOA factor, was sufficient to describe the
organic aerosol in all but one experiment. In the other half of the experiments, POA
was not present at the onset of photo-oxidation; these experiments are considered10

“pure SOA” experiments. The POA mass spectrum was similar to the mass spectra
of the hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol factor determined from ambient datasets with
one exception, a diesel vehicle equipped with a diesel oxidation catalyst. The SOA in
all experiments had a constant composition over the course of photo-oxidation, and
did not appear to age with continued oxidation. The SOA mass spectra for the various15

gasoline and diesel vehicles were similar to each other, but markedly different than
ambient oxidized organic aerosol factors. Van Krevelen analysis of the POA and SOA
factors for gasoline and diesel experiments reveal slopes of −0.68 and −0.43, respec-
tively. This suggests that the oxidation chemistry in these experiments is a combination
of carboxylic acid and alcohol/peroxide formation, consistent with ambient oxidation20

chemistry. These experiments also provide insight to the mixing behavior of the POA
and SOA. Analysis of the time series of the POA factor concentration and a basis-set
model both indicate that for all but one of the vehicles tested here, the POA and SOA
seem to mix and form a single organic aerosol phase.
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1 Introduction

Organic aerosols (OA) comprise roughly 50 % of ambient fine particulate matter (PM)
mass (Kanakidou et al., 2005). Understanding the sources and processing of OA is
therefore critical to understanding the impacts of PM on climate and human health.
Atmospheric OA is commonly classified as either primary organic aerosol (POA), which5

is directly emitted from combustion and other sources, or secondary organic aerosol
(SOA), which results from oxidative atmospheric chemistry (Donahue et al., 2009).
SOA dominates the OA burden, ranging from approximately two-thirds of OA mass in
urban areas to greater than 90 % of OA mass in downwind and rural areas (Zhang et
al., 2007).10

Much of what is known about the relative contributions of POA and SOA to ambient
OA concentrations is the result of factor analysis of data collected with aerosol mass
spectrometers (AMS). Zhang et al. (2005, 2007) used a custom principle component
analysis to derive two factors from ambient AMS data (Zhang et al., 2005, 2007). One
factor, called hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), is typically used as a proxy for POA and is15

defined by a large abundance of m/z 57, specifically C4H+
9 , in the mass spectrum. The

mass spectrum of the HOA factor has a high correlation with the OA mass spectrum
obtained from fresh diesel engine exhaust (Canagaratna et al., 2004). The second
factor, called oxygenated OA (OOA), is associated with ambient SOA and is defined by
the large abundance of m/z 44 (CO+

2 ) in the mass spectrum. m/z 44 is the primary20

marker for aerosol oxidation (Canagaratna et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2011a; Zhang et al.,
2005, 2007). It is associated with organic acids, and is indicative of highly aged and
oxidized aerosol.

More recent work has focused on the use of positive matrix factorization (PMF) to de-
termine OA factor profiles from ambient AMS data sets (Sun et al., 2012; Massoli et al.,25

2012; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2010; Huffman et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007; Aiken
et al., 2009; Docherty et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2010). The OA fac-
tors derived from PMF analysis can be grouped into three main categories: (1) HOA, (2)
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one or more OOA factors, and (3) “specialty” factors associated with biomass burning
(Huffman et al., 2009), cooking (Sun et al., 2012), or other sources. The mass spec-
trum of the HOA factor is generally consistent across many studies and geographic
locations, and shares the characteristics, such as a high abundance of the series of
CnH+

2n+1 ions, of the HOA factor determined by Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2005; Ng et5

al., 2011b). Most studies define two OOA factors: semi-volatile OOA (SV-OOA), which
is thought to correspond with fresh SOA, and low-volatility OOA (LV-OOA), which is
thought to correspond with more aged SOA. The mass spectrum of SV-OOA is char-
acterized by m/z 43 (C2H3O+) being the most abundant peak; m/z 44 (CO+

2 ) is also
high in SV-OOA. This is indicative of the early stages of photochemical oxidation (Kroll10

et al., 2009). The mass spectrum of LV-OOA is dominated by the CO+
2 ion, suggesting

that LV-OOA is at or near the oxidative endpoint for organic aerosol. While SV-OOA and
LV-OOA factors share the same basic characteristics across a wide variety of studies,
the specific mass spectra seem to be more variable from study to study than the HOA
mass spectra (Ng et al., 2010, 2011b; Zhang et al., 2011). This variability is evident in15

the scatter of ambient SV-OOA and LV-OOA factors when plotted in the “triangle plot”
of f43 versus f44 (Ng et al., 2010).

Two important questions regarding the ambient OA factors determined from PMF
analysis are: (1) are the factors physically interpretable, and (2) can the same factors
be reproduced in the laboratory? The answer to the first question is “yes”. Physical20

interpretability of the PMF-derived OA factors is a litmus test for determining whether
a factor profile is indeed a true factor or is spurious (i.e., the result of operator splitting)
(Ulbrich et al., 2009). This manuscript attempts to address the second question.

Numerous smog chamber experiments have investigated the photochemical forma-
tion of SOA from dilute combustion exhaust from diesel engines and vehicles (Chirico25

et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2007; Sage et al., 2008; Samy and Zielinska, 2010) au-
tomobiles, (Nordin et al., 2013; Platt et al., 2012) gas-turbine engines, (Miracolo et al.,
2011, 2012) and biomass burning (Grieshop et al., 2009a, b; Hennigan et al., 2011;
Heringa et al., 2012). In these experiments, as in the atmosphere, SOA and POA are
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present simultaneously. Sage et al. (2008) developed the residual spectrum method to
separate the mass spectra of POA and SOA. Much like the custom principle compo-
nent analysis of Zhang et al. (2005) the residual spectrum analysis assumed that all of
the signal at m/z 57 (for a unit mass resolution AMS) was associated with POA, and all
of the m/z 44 signal was associated with SOA. Using this method, Sage et al demon-5

strated that SOA formed from the photo-oxidation of dilute diesel engine exhaust had
a similar mass spectrum as ambient oxidized organic aerosol.

One potential flaw of the residual spectrum method is that SOA can also contain
signal at m/z 57 as either a reduced (C4H+

9 ) or partially oxidized (C3H5O+) ion. Chirico
et al. (2010) and Miracolo et al. (2010) refined the residual spectrum method using10

high resolution AMS data and only the reduced ion at m/z 57 (C4H+
9 ) as the POA

tracer. However, as noted by Chirico, many ions could serve as the POA tracer for the
residual method, and the ideal choice of tracer varies for different POA sources. Use of
the wrong tracer, such as the use of the entire m/z 57 signal, can significantly over or
under estimate the POA concentration in the chamber, and this has a direct impact on15

the SOA mass spectrum calculated in the residual spectrum.
The work presented in this manuscript seeks to use PMF to improve the estimates

of POA and SOA in dilute exhaust smog chamber experiments. PMF has been used
sparingly in the analysis of smog chamber data. Craven et al. (2012) used PMF to
analyze SOA formed from the photo-oxidation of dodecane, but we are not aware of any20

applications of PMF to smog chamber experiments using dilute combustion exhaust as
the SOA precursor.

In addition to informing the split between POA and SOA (and their respective mass
spectra), PMF analysis can also inform OA mixing behavior. Nearly all chemical trans-
port models assume that ambient OA forms a single pseudo-ideal solution and under-25

goes absorptive partitioning. Gas-particle partitioning is therefore governed by Raoult’s
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Law (Eq. 1).

COA =
∑

i

Ci

(
1+

C∗
i (T )

COA

)−1

(1)

COA is the total concentration of organic aerosol, and serves as the absorbing medium.
Each of the species i can be an individual compound or a lumped surrogate in the
Volatility Basis Set (Donahue et al., 2006, 2011, 2012). C∗ is the effective saturation5

concentration (µg m−3), and the temperature dependence of C∗(T ) is governed by the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation.

Recent research has challenged the notion that all atmospheric OA forms a single
mixed organic phase. For instance, Song et al. (2007) observed that the presence of
hydrophobic OA seeds did not enhance the SOA mass yield from the ozonolysis of α-10

pinene. Similarly, several hydrophilic OA seeds, with the exception of citric acid, did not
enhance SOA yields either (Song et al., 2011). These results suggested that the SOA
was coating, rather than mixing with and partitioning into, the OA seeds. The results of
Song et al contrast a series of aerosol mixing experiments by Asa-Awuku et al. (2009),
who observed that SOA particles readily mixed with diesel exhaust POA and reached15

phase equilibrium within several minutes, whereas SOA particles did not mix, or mixed
weakly, with lubricating oil particles.

Dilute exhaust smog chamber experiments, where POA is initially present and SOA
is formed second, are similar to the experiments presented by Song et al. (2007, 2011).
The temporal evolution of PMF-derived SOA and POA factors for these experiments20

can be used to inform the state of SOA-POA phase mixing in smog chamber experi-
ments.

This paper investigates the composition and evolution of OA as measured by an
aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) for a fleet of gasoline and diesel vehicles. To our
knowledge this is the first application of PMF to chamber experiments using dilute25

combustion exhaust, and therefore the data presented here are a validation of the
PMF approach for this type of chamber experiment. Separate POA and SOA factors
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are derived for many experiments, and these factors are compared to ambient OA
factors derived from PMF. Finally, we use the PMF factors to investigate the mixing
between POA and SOA in these experiments.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Smog chamber experiments5

The experiments presented here are similar to previous tests of SOA production from
gas-turbine engines (Miracolo et al., 2011, 2012) and biomass burning (Hennigan et
al., 2011) presented by this group using the same portable smog chamber and instru-
mentation suite. In a set of companion papers, Gordon et al. (2013a, b) present full
analyses of SOA production from the gasoline and diesel vehicles presented here.10

All experiments were conducted at the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB)
Haagen-Smit Laboratory (HSL). The vehicle fleet considered here consisted of 3 LEV-
1 automobiles, 4 LEV-2 automobiles, and two diesel vehicles. The California LEV-1
standards cover vehicles for model years 1994–2003, and LEV-2 covers model years
2004–2012. The model years of the specific vehicles tested for this study range from15

1996 to 2010. The vehicles and model years are listed in Table 1. The make and model
of each vehicle has been redacted and replaced with a code indicating the control level
or fuel (LEV1, LEV2, or D), a numerical indicator for the vehicle, and a test number
for the vehicle. For example, test LEV1-1.5 was the fifth test with vehicle LEV1-1. The
vehicle fleet considered here is a subset of a larger fleet; full details of the entire vehicle20

fleet and the full suite of testing procedures are available elsewhere (Gordon et al.,
2013a, b; May et al., 2013a, b, c).

Vehicles were tested on a chassis dynamometer using a cold-start Unified Cycle
(UC). Figure S.1 (Supplement) shows the speed trace for the UC. The UC has a three-
phase structure, with 1435 s (28.9 min) of driving time and a total distance of 17.6 km25
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(11 mi). The first two phases of the UC are run consecutively, followed by a ten-minute,
engine-off hot soak, and then a repeat of phase 1.

Emissions were sampled from the vehicle tailpipe using a constant volume sam-
pler (CVS). A slipstream of the diluted emissions from the CVS was transferred into a
portable smog chamber at a constant flow rate (16 lpm) using two Dekati ejector dilu-5

tors. The dilution ratio in the ejector dilutors was 8–10 : 1. The transfer line was 12 m
long, constructed out of electrically heated (47 ◦C), 1.27 cm (0.5 in) O.D. Silcosteel tub-
ing. The Dekati ejector diluters were also heated to 47 ◦C and operated on HEPA- and
activated-carbon-filtered air.

The smog chamber was a 7 m3 Teflon chamber (Hennigan et al., 2011; Miracolo et10

al., 2011, 2012; Presto et al., 2011). Before each experiment the chamber was cleaned
by flushing with HEPA- and activated carbon-filtered air overnight. The chamber was
cleaned to less than 10 particles cm−3 and < 5 ppb NOx. The smog chamber was lo-
cated indoors, in a large air-conditioned space; its temperature and humidity varied
between 25–32 ◦C and 30–50 %.15

Dilute vehicle emissions from the CVS were continuously added to the chamber over
the entire UC but not during the 10 min hot soak period. After filling, the exhaust inside
the chamber was a factor of 200–300 more dilute than the conditions at the tailpipe
and PM concentrations were typically within the range of urban ambient conditions
(< 10 µg m−3) for all of the gasoline vehicles. In some diesel tests, primary PM concen-20

trations were as high as 80 µg m−3, though much of this mass was black carbon. The
mixing ratios of individual VOCs inside the chamber were typically less than 1 ppb, but
were as high as 20 ppb for the highest emitting vehicle. The NOx concentrations inside
the chamber after filling were between 0.1 and 2.4 ppm. Additional details are available
in Gordon et al. (2013a, b).25

After adding exhaust, nitrous acid (HONO) was introduced into the chamber as an
OH radical source. VOC : NOx ratios were adjusted to approximately 3 : 1 by the addi-
tion of propene. Several experiments with VOC : NOx ratios ranging from 0.25 to 1.16
were also performed to investigate the impact of this parameter on SOA formation (e.g.,
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experiments LEV1-6.3, D4.2, D5.1). After ∼45 min of characterization of the primary
emissions in the dark, the emissions were photo-oxidized by exposing them to UV lights
(Model F40BL UVA, General Electric) continuously for 3 h.

A suite of instruments was used to characterize gas- and particulate-phase pollu-
tants inside the chamber. Full details on the suite of instruments coupled to the smog5

chamber is available in Gordon et al. (2013a, b). This manuscript focuses on analysis
of quadrupole AMS data obtained at unit mass resolution (Canagaratna et al., 2007;
Jayne et al., 2000). The fragmentation table of Allan et al. (2004) was used to inter-
pret the AMS data. The contribution of gas-phase CO2 to the AMS m/z 44 signal was
corrected using measured CO2 concentrations as a function of time. There was no10

evidence of organic particle signal at m/z 28 (CO+) either before or after the start of
photo-oxidation. The particulate nitrate signal was apportioned between organic and
inorganic nitrates using the approach of Farmer et al. (2010). A minor fraction (typically
< 5 %) of the nitrate mass was attributable to organics.

The experiments in Table 1 can be grouped into two categories. In half of the ex-15

periments (N = 8), there was not an appreciable POA concentration (< 0.5 µg m−3) in
the smog chamber after filling with dilute exhaust. These experiments are considered
“pure SOA” experiments, and PMF was not required. POA was present in the remain-
ing half of the experiments (N = 8). For these experiments, Positive Matrix Factorization
(Paatero, 1997; Paatero and Tapper, 1994) was used to deconvolve POA and SOA fac-20

tors. The PMF analysis of AMS data followed the method and tools outlined by Ulbrich
et al. (2009).

2.2 Basis set modeling

A model was constructed to investigate the partitioning behavior of the POA factors de-
termined from PMF analysis. The model uses the one-dimensional volatility basis set25

with logarithmically-spaced bins of C∗ (Donahue et al., 2006). Inputs to the model were:
temperature, wall loss corrected organic aerosol concentration (COA, µg m−3), OH rad-
ical concentration, the first-order rate constant for the reaction of low volatility vapors
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with OH (kOH), the volatility distribution (fi ) of the POA, and the first-order wall loss rate
constant in the chamber. Temperature was measured in the chamber, and COA was de-
termined by wall-loss correcting the total organic aerosol mass reported by the AMS.
Wall loss corrections were performed using the ratio of OA to black carbon, where the
latter serves as a conserved wall-loss tracer (Hildebrandt et al., 2009; Grieshop et al.,5

2009b). OH radical concentrations were estimated from the decay of VOCs using the
PTR-MS (Gordon et al., 2013a, b; Miracolo et al., 2012, 2011) and kOH was assumed
to be 3×10−11 molecule−1 cm3 s−1 (Atkinson and Arey, 2003). The volatility distribution
of the POA for the volatility range 10−2 ≤ C∗ ≤ 106 was determined from GC-MS analy-
sis of quartz filter samples collected from the CVS (May et al., 2013a, b), following the10

method of Presto et al. (2012).
Two modeling cases are considered. Case 1 assumes ideal mixing between the POA

and SOA. Case 2 assumes that the POA and SOA form distinct organic phases that do
not mix. The models are identical in the pre-oxidation (t<0) period, when all of the OA
is present as POA (i.e., COA is the POA concentration). COA and fi are used to calculate15

the POA and vapor concentration in each volatility bin according to Eq. (1).
After the start of photo-oxidation (t>0), the vapors in each C∗ bin (CVAP

i ) react with
OH with first-order kinetics:

dCVAP
i

dt
= −kOH[OH][CVAP

i ] (2)

The model only considers primary vapors (vapors associated with POA), and does not20

aim to predict the extent of SOA formation. The vapors that react with OH therefore
leave the system, and are removed from the overall mass balance. Heterogeneous
reactions of condensed-phase organics with OH are not considered in the model.

The reaction of organic vapors with OH perturbs gas-particle equilibrium, which is
subsequently recalculated using Eq. (1). In modeling Case 1, the POA and SOA are25

assumed to form an ideal mixture. Thus the total absorbing phase is the calculated
COA, and the gas-particle partitioning of the POA is calculated accordingly. In Case 2,
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the POA and SOA are assumed to form distinct phases that do not mix; thus the total
concentration of the POA-absorbing phase is the POA alone. It is further assumed that
there is no mass transfer resistance to POA evaporation through a coating of SOA.
Since the gas-phase chemistry continually strips away the vapors from above the POA,
the POA in Case 2 always decreases as a result of chemistry. The POA essentially boils5

away as the vapors are consumed.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Typical experiment and PMF analysis

Figure 1a shows the time series for experiment LEV1-5.2. The data are not corrected
for the loss of particles to the chamber walls. This was a typical experiment with POA10

present in the chamber after filling with diluted exhaust. Figure S.2 in the Supplement
shows a similar time series for an experiment without POA in the chamber (“pure SOA”,
LEV2-1.2).

The experiments consist of four phases: (I) introduction of diluted exhaust into the
clean chamber over the course of the UC, (II) characterization of the primary emis-15

sions in the chamber (∼0.5–1 h), (III) photo-oxidation (∼3 h), and (IV) characterization
of aged aerosol in the dark (∼1 h). For experiment LEV1-5.2 shown in Fig. 1, chamber
filling began at t = −1.39 h and finished at t = −.74 h. The POA was then characterized
for approximately 45 min in the dark chamber while HONO and propene were added
to the chamber. Modulations in the aerosol concentration for −1<t<0 indicate peri-20

ods when the sample was passed through a thermodenuder (An et al., 2007). Photo-
oxidation was initiated at t = 0. In this experiment SOA formation was prompt, and the
measured OA concentration increased from ∼1 to ∼4 µg m−3 in 1.5 h.

Figure 1a also shows the results of a two-factor PMF solution with FPEAK = 0. The
two-factor solution yields distinct POA and SOA factors. The temporal split between25

the two factors is “clean”; i.e., the concentration of the SOA factor is essentially zero
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(< 0.3 µg m−3) for the entire chamber filling and primary characterization period (t<0) of
the experiment. This is expected based on the design of the experiment. By definition,
the SOA concentration is strictly zero for t<0, and the PMF solution captures this fact.
The concentration of the SOA factor increases dramatically with the onset of photo-
oxidation, peaking at approximately 3.5 µg m−3.5

After initially spiking when dilute exhaust was first added to the chamber (t = −1.65),
the concentration of the POA factor decreased because of wall losses and dilution dur-
ing chamber filling. The concentration of the POA factor continued to decrease during
the photo-oxidation portion of the experiment because of wall losses.

In many chamber experiments, SOA is calculated as the difference between the ob-10

served OA mass concentration and the assumed concentration of conserved (i.e., non-
evaporating) seed particles. The seed particles are assumed to undergo first-order loss
to the chamber walls, and the wall loss rate constant (kwall) can be constrained by trac-
ers such as black carbon or particulate sulfate (Hildebrandt et al., 2009; Grieshop et al.,
2009b; Hennigan et al., 2011). In experiments where POA is present, it is typically as-15

sumed to be a conserved tracer, and the SOA concentration is therefore the difference
between the measured total OA and the calculated POA concentrations (Weitkamp et
al., 2007).

The dashed blue line in Fig. 1a shows the POA concentration for t>−0.75 h (af-
ter filling was complete) assuming first-order wall loss. The wall loss rate was deter-20

mined from black carbon decay. The traditional definition of POA (blue line) and the
PMF-derived POA factor have a similar time trend, suggesting that for this experiment,
the traditional method of determining the split between POA and SOA is robust. The
POA/SOA split is explored in further detail in Sect. 3.3.

The residual of the two-factor PMF solution is shown in Fig. 1b. The absolute value of25

the residual is less than 0.4 µg m−3 (Σresidual/ΣOA < 0.2) with the exception of several
data points when the aerosol was sampled through the thermodenuder. The two-factor
solution is relatively insensitive to FPEAK. Varying FPEAK between −1 and 1 did not
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have a significant impact on the magnitude of the residual, the ratio Σresidual/ΣOA, or
the mass spectra or time series of the two factors.

The PMF solution is limited by the accuracy of the quadrupole AMS used in this
study. The lower quantifiable limit for OA concentration with this AMS is 0.3–0.5 µg m−3;
in fact, scans taken with a HEPA filter directly upstream of the inlet routinely measure5

organic aerosol concentrations of 0.3 µg m−3. Thus, this particular AMS is unable to
determine absolute concentrations less than 0.3 µg m−3 for the 2.5 min sample averag-
ing time used here. By extension the concentrations of PMF factors smaller than this
threshold, such as the SOA factor for t<0, are effectively zero.

Adding a third or fourth factor does not improve the performance of the PMF solu-10

tion. The residual for the three-factor solution is nearly identical to the two-factor solu-
tion. Adding additional factors does not substantially improve Q/Qexpected. For the case
shown in Fig. 1, the addition of a third factor reduces Q/Qexpected by 7 %. Additionally,
the concentration of the third factor is nearly constant with time, and is associated with
neither the addition of dilute exhaust to the chamber nor photo-oxidation, and therefore15

is not physically interpretable.
Figure 2 shows the mass spectra of the POA and SOA factors for the experiment

shown in Fig. 1. The POA mass spectrum is indicative of a large contribution of reduced
(CxHy ) hydrocarbon species. m/z 43 (f43 = 0.104) is the most abundant ion in the mass
spectrum, and the series of CnH2n+1 (m/z 43, 57, etc.) and CnH2n−1 (m/z 41, 55, etc.)20

are evident. There is a high correlation between the POA mass spectrum and the HOA
factor derived from ambient datasets (R2 = 0.98; Fig. 2c) (Zhang et al., 2005). There is
also a high correlation between the POA factor and the diesel POA for vehicle D5 (e.g.,
Fig. 4f).

The mass spectrum of the SOA factor in Fig. 2a indicates substantial oxygen. m/z25

44 (f44 = 0.103) is the largest peak in the mass spectrum, consistent with significant
oxidation. Reduced peaks such as m/z 57 are depleted (f57 = 0). Given its relatively
short photochemical age, one would expect the SOA factor to be most similar to ambi-
ent SV-OOA. However, the SOA factor does not have a high correlation with published
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spectra for ambient or laboratory OA. Figure 2d shows the comparison between the
SOA factor and the average SV-OOA factor from Ng et al. (2011b) and indicates a
weak correlation between the two spectra. Similarly poor correlations were observed
between the SOA factor and an average LV-OOA mass spectrum (Ng et al., 2011b)
(e.g., Fig. 4h) as well as the mass spectrum for m-xylene SOA (Bahreini et al., 2005).5

Strong correlations between the mass spectra for the SOA factor and ambient OOA
factors or published SOA mass spectra are not necessarily expected, whereas the
high correlation between the mass spectra of the POA factor and published HOA are
expected. Ambient HOA is thought to be dominated by fresh combustion emissions,
especially from internal combustion engines, and therefore should have a mass spec-10

trum similar to the POA observed here. The OOA factors, which represent ambient
SOA, are a combination of SOA from many sources, including dilute exhaust, biogenic
emissions, and other sources. Similarly, while m-xylene is a component of gasoline
and gasoline vehicle exhaust, there is no indication that it is the primary SOA-forming
species in dilute engine exhaust (Gordon et al., 2013a, b; Odum et al., 1997).15

Table 1 lists each of the experiments considered here, and indicates whether or not
PMF was used to deconvolve the AMS data (i.e., whether or not POA was present
in the chamber after filling). Eight of the experiments listed in Table 1 did not require
PMF. Seven of these experiments were “pure SOA” experiments where no POA was
present. One experiment (LEV1-6.3) had POA present, but no SOA was formed. The20

lack of SOA formation in this experiment was confirmed both by wall-loss based mass
analysis and by PMF. For experiments that used PMF, Table 1 also indicates the num-
ber of factors used in the solution. Seven of the eight experiments that required PMF
analysis used a two-factor solution with distinct POA and SOA factors, such as the
case described above for experiment LEV1-5.2.25

For one experiment (LEV1-6.1), a third PMF factor was required. A high nitrate SOA
factor (f30 = 0.48, Fig. S.3) appeared immediately after the onset of photo-oxidation.
The nitrate SOA factor contributed > 50 % of the SOA mass for the first hour of photo-
oxidation, but was quickly eclipsed by a more typical SOA factor, with a mass spectrum
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similar to Fig. 2a, for t>1.5 h. By the end of the photo-oxidation portion of the ex-
periment, the nitrate SOA factor contributed ∼20 % of the suspended SOA mass. The
discussion of experiment LEV1-6.1 below considers only the POA and non-nitrate SOA
factors.

Craven et al. (2012) recently conducted PMF analysis of SOA generated in a smog5

chamber from the photo-oxidation of n-dodecane (Craven et al., 2012). They deter-
mined three SOA factors: an initial SOA formed at the onset of photo-oxidation, and
two progressively more oxidized SOA factors that appeared at t>5 and t>10 h, respec-
tively. The number of PMF factors determined by Craven et al. is broadly consistent
with the PMF analysis presented here. Specifically, for 14 of the 16 experiments, we10

identify a single SOA that is present either in “pure” form (no PMF) or as a single PMF
SOA factor. We terminated oxidation after t = 3 h, and observed similar OH radical con-
centrations (and integrated OH exposures) as Craven et al. over the same time period
(Craven et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2013a, b). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that sec-
ond and third generation SOA factors such as those observed by Craven et al. would15

not be observed in these experiments, but could be observed at longer timescales (and
additional photo-oxidation). The presence of a single SOA factor in this study is also
indication that these experiments probe the first generation of oxidation chemistry.

The presence of a single SOA mass spectrum is in contrast to the results of Sage et
al. (2008). Using exhaust from a diesel engine and the residual method to determine20

the SOA mass spectrum, Sage et al. (2008) observed that the SOA mass spectrum
continuously changed over the entire 5 h photo-oxidation period of their experiment.
Furthermore, the SOA formed early (t<2.25 h) by Sage et al. (2008) had a higher
abundance of m/z 43 than 44, whereas the SOA factor identified in Fig. 2a has a
43/44 ratio of 0.37. The reasons for the differences between the static SOA factor de-25

termined here and the evolving SOA observed in Sage et al are unclear. One possibility
is different chemical mechanisms between gasoline and diesel engine exhaust, how-
ever that seems unlikely as PMF analysis of the diesel experiments considered here
also generated a single SOA factor. Another explanation might be the apportionment
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of all OA mass at m/z 57 to POA in the residual method. As noted above, this assump-
tion might lead to an erroneous split between POA and SOA mass, which has a direct
impact on the calculated SOA and POA mass spectra.

3.2 Mass spectra of PMF factors

3.2.1 Gasoline vehicles5

Figure 3a and b show triangle plots (Ng et al., 2010, 2011a), plots of f43 versus f44, for
the gasoline and diesel vehicles. The POA for three of the four gasoline experiments
(open symbols in Fig. 3a) cluster in an area near f43 = 0.1 and f44<0.05. The POA in
each of these cases is highly correlated with the ambient HOA factor (e.g., Figs. 2c and
4f) (Zhang et al., 2005). The POA mass spectrum for experiment LEV1-6.2 is more ox-10

idized. It has a higher abundance of m/z 44 (f44 = 0.047) and a lower abundance of
m/z 43 than either the ambient HOA factor or the POA factors from the other gasoline
vehicles. The reason for this is not clear, as the POA from the other two experiments
with the same vehicle (LEV1-6.1, LEV1-6.3) did not exhibit high f44. In general, vehicle
LEV1-6 was classified as a “high emitter” and had difficulties with its emissions con-15

trol system. This vehicle also had the greatest experiment-to-experiment variability of
fuel economy, PM, and NOx emissions of any of the vehicles in the test fleet (May et
al., 2013c). The POA from experiment LEV1-6.2 may be another manifestation of this
variability.

The SOA from the “pure-SOA” gasoline-powered vehicles are shown as diamonds20

with black borders in Fig. 3a. There is remarkable consistency in both f43 (0.06–0.07)
and f44 (0.1–0.14, with most vehicles between 0.12–0.14) for these vehicles, inde-
pendent of control technology (LEV-1 versus LEV-2). The total, wall-loss-corrected
amount of SOA formed in these experiments was also consistent from vehicle to vehi-
cle (9.6±2.9 µg m−3).25

The composition of SOA from the “pure SOA” experiments does not develop or age
with photo-oxidation. Figure S.4 in the Supplement shows time series of f44 and f43 for
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the “pure SOA” experiments. In each case, with the possible exception of a handful of
data points immediately after the onset of photo-oxidation, f43 andf44 are both constant.
This suggests that the same SOA precursors are sampled throughout the experiment,
and that these precursors are not completely consumed. Thus these experiments sam-
ple primarily the first generation of oxidation chemistry.5

The SOA factors for gasoline vehicles determined from PMF analysis are shown as
solid symbols with no border in Fig. 3a. The SOA factors for these three experiments
have lower f43 than the “pure SOA” experiments, and a similar range of f44. It is noted
above that the SOA factor for experiment LEV1-5.2 (Fig. 2) is poorly correlated with an
average ambient SV-OOA factor. This poor correlation extends to the entire gasoline10

fleet tested – the SOA simply does not look like SV-OOA. Similarly, the average SOA
composition for the gasoline vehicles has a weak correlation – a high R2 but a slope
significantly less than unity – with ambient LV-OOA (Fig. 4h).

The blue dashed line in Figure 3a is a linear fit to the data in f43 versus f44 space. If
OA progresses from POA along the linear fit towards SOA, the line provides a rough15

trajectory of changes in OA composition with photochemical aging. This line is used,
along with the relationships of f44 to O : C (Aiken et al., 2008) and f43 to H : C (Ng et
al., 2011a), to translate the data from Fig. 3a into a van Krevelen plot in Fig. 3c. When
translated to van Krevelen space, the gasoline experiments fall along a line with a
slope of −0.68. This suggests that SOA formation chemistry in these experiments is a20

combination of carboxylic acid and alcohol/peroxide formation (Ng et al., 2011a; Heald
et al., 2010).

The van Krevelen slope of −0.68 is similar to that reported by Ng et al. for ambient
data (Ng et al., 2011a). It is also similar to the range of slopes observed by Lambe et
al. (2012) for the photo-oxidation of n-alkanes, diesel fuel, and crude oil in a flow tube25

reactor. Heald et al. (2010) reported a slightly higher slope of approximately −1 for
ambient data. Overall, the van Krevelen plot suggests that the SOA chemistry observed
in the gasoline vehicle smog chamber experiments is atmospherically relevant.
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3.2.2 Diesel vehicles

Figure 3b shows the triangle plot for POA and SOA factors for the two diesel vehicles.
We focus first on vehicle D5, which is from model year 2001 and does not have any
exhaust aftertreatment. The POA from vehicle D5 (open diamonds) clusters around
f43 = 0.08, f44 = 0.03. Figure 4b shows the full mass spectrum for the POA, which has5

a high correlation with the ambient HOA factor (Fig. 4d) and the average gasoline POA
factor (Fig. 4f). The mass spectrum has high abundances of the CnH2n+1 and CnH2n−1
series of ions.

Vehicle D4 was a 2005 model year vehicle equipped with a diesel oxidation cata-
lyst (DOC). The mass spectrum for the POA from vehicle D5 is shown in Fig. 4a. It10

has both a high abundance of m/z 44 (f44 = 0.1) and the characteristic CnH2n+1 and
CnH2n−1 series of ions typical of HOA. With the exception of the high f44 (and f18,
which is set equal to f44 in the fragmentation table), the mass spectra of the POA from
D4 and D5 are highly correlated (Fig. 4c). Chirico et al observed similar POA from
a DOC-equipped passenger car (Chirico et al., 2010). Specifically, they reported ele-15

vated abundances of oxygen-containing ions superimposed on top of a typical diesel
POA backbone.

The differences between the POA mass spectrum for vehicle D4 and the ambient
HOA factor suggests that vehicles without DOC dominate the on-road diesel fleet. This
is indeed the case. Equipping a large fraction of the diesel fleet with DOC might there-20

fore change the canonical spectrum of ambient HOA to include more oxygenated ions.
Figure 4c–h offers several comparisons of the gasoline and diesel POA and SOA.

The mass spectra of the POA emitted by the uncontrolled diesel vehicle (D5) and the
gasoline automobiles are highly correlated with both each other and with the ambient
HOA mass spectrum. The SOA formed from the gasoline and diesel vehicles is also25

similar. This is evident from both the triangle plots in Fig. 3 and the scatter plot in
Fig. 4g. The similarity between gasoline and diesel exhaust SOA is interesting because
the emissions of SOA precursors from the two types of engines are different, with diesel
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engines having a lower emission rate of SOA precursors, but also emitting compounds
of lower volatility (May et al., 2013c; Schauer et al., 1999, 2002).

The black dashed line in Figure 3b is a linear fit to the diesel POA and SOA data
in f43 versus f44 space. As with the gasoline case, we make the assumption that OA
progresses from POA along the linear fit towards SOA. This line is translated into van5

Krevelen space in Fig. 3c. In this context, the diesel experiments presented here fall
along a line with a slope of −0.43. As with the gasoline vehicles, the van Krevelen slope
for the diesel vehicles suggests that SOA formation chemistry in these experiments is a
combination of carboxylic acid and alcohol/peroxide formation (Ng et al., 2011a; Heald
et al., 2010).10

3.3 Temporal behavior of POA factors

Section 3.1 noted that the traditional definition of SOA – i.e., assuming that POA was
lost to the chamber walls with first order kinetics – produced a reasonable SOA/POA
split for the experiment shown in Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows two more cases, experiments
with vehicles D4 and D5. The data are not corrected for particle losses to the chamber15

walls. The blue line in each panel shows a first order wall loss rate as determined from
measured BC concentrations.

In experiment D5.2 (Fig. 5a), the POA factor follows the first-order wall loss rate for
the entire experiment. This is consistent with the typical treatment of POA in these sort
of dilute exhaust smog chamber experiments, (Hennigan et al., 2011; Miracolo et al.,20

2011, 2012; Robinson et al., 2007; Weitkamp et al., 2007) and in this experiment gives
an accurate estimate for the SOA mass formed during photo-oxidation. The POA for
the gasoline vehicles tested here also followed the expected first-order decay curve.

The POA for vehicle D4 exhibited behavior that was unique among the vehicles
tested here (Fig. 5b). Before the start of photo-oxidation (t<0), the POA followed a25

first-order wall loss rate. After the start of photo-oxidation at t = 0, the POA evaporated,
and disappeared completely within one hour. This rapid POA loss was observed in both
experiments with vehicle D4. For this vehicle, assuming that the POA follows a first or-
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der loss rate overestimates the POA concentration, and therefore underestimates the
SOA formation.

The opposite behavior can also be observed. In experiments with a gas-turbine en-
gine, Miracolo et al. (2012) observed very large concentrations of SOA (> 100 µg m−3)
during photo-oxidation. In such cases, PMF analysis indicates that the POA concen-5

tration increases (Fig. S.5). This is likely a result of gas-particle partitioning driving pri-
mary vapors into the particle phase at high COA (Donahue et al., 2006; Pankow, 1994).
When partitioning causes the POA concentration to increase, the first-order wall loss
assumption underestimates the POA concentration, and subsequently overestimates
the formation of SOA.10

The cases presented here are not sufficient to definitively comment on the standard
assumption that POA behaves as a conserved tracer. For nearly all of the vehicles
presented here it seems to be a good assumption, but it is a very poor assumption for
vehicle D4. Ultimately the POA time series needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.15

The time series of the POA factor can also be used to inform the mixing behavior of
POA and SOA in these experiments. A basis set model is used to investigate POA/SOA
mixing in Fig. 6 for vehicle D5. This is the same vehicle as shown in Fig. 5a, where the
POA factor decays according to the first-order wall loss rate. The implication of the
POA factor decaying at the first-order loss rate in Fig. 5a is that the wall-loss corrected20

concentration of the POA factor in Fig. 6 should be essentially constant. This is more-
or-less the case. The wall-loss corrected concentration of the POA factor (black circles)
is 4.6±0.6 µg m−3 for t<0 and increases by approximately 1 µg m−3 during the first hour
of oxidation. For t>1 h, the wall-loss corrected concentration of the POA factor decays
slightly.25

Figure 6 also shows model results for Cases 1 (blue line) and 2 (red line), as well as
Case 2 (black dashed line) with chemistry turned off (kOH = 0). None of the model cases
match the POA data perfectly, but Case 1 performs the best. The no-chemistry case is
used to investigate the effects of the increase in chamber temperature on partitioning
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of the POA. It shows that the ∼5 ◦C increase in chamber temperature would induce
roughly 1 µg m−3 of POA to evaporate. Case 2 predicts an even greater loss of POA
mass, approximately 2.5 µg m−3 (50 % of the initial POA), due to gas-phase chemistry
removing the vapors that equilibrate with the POA.

Case 1, which assumes ideal mixing between the POA and SOA and no mass trans-5

fer limitations for POA evaporation, predicts a roughly constant concentration of POA
for the first two hours of oxidation. This occurs because the loss of POA induced by
the temperature increase is almost perfectly offset by the increase in COA from SOA
formation (not shown in Fig. 6). Indeed, SOA formation dominates the OA for t>0, in-
creasing from zero concentration at t = 0 to approximately 6 µg m−3 at t = 2 h. Case 110

also predicts a slight uptick in the wall-loss corrected POA concentration of ∼0.5 µg m−3

immediately after the start of photo-oxidation at t = 0. However, this increase is fleeting,
and does not match the size or extent of the observed increase in the concentration of
the POA factor.

For the data in Fig. 6, we conclude that the observed behavior of the POA is consis-15

tent with the POA and SOA forming an ideal mixture, and with prompt equilibration of
the OA with the surrounding vapors. Performing the same modeling exercise with the
data for the gasoline vehicles reveals that those experiments are also consistent with
POA and SOA mixing.

This simple basis set model is not able to predict the rapid POA evaporation for20

vehicle D4 using either Case 1 or Case 2. Possibilities for why the model fails to predict
the extent of POA evaporation in this experiment include either kOH or [OH] could be too
low or errors in the estimates for the enthalpy of vaporization (higher ∆Hvap would make
the POA more sensitive to variations in temperature). However, these parameters have
been successfully applied to the other experiments considered here (e.g., Fig. 6), so it25

seems unlikely that different values for kOH and ∆Hvap would be needed for vehicle D4.
More experiments exhibiting rapid POA evaporation and/or more rigorous modeling of
the smog chamber are likely required to understand the rapid POA evaporation for this
vehicle.
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4 Conclusions

In this work, we present AMS analysis of OA from smog chamber experiments using
dilute exhaust from gasoline and diesel vehicles. The experiments presented here cap-
ture approximately 2–5 h of photo-oxidation under ambient OH concentrations. PMF is
used to deconvolve POA and SOA factors when substantial POA is present in the dilute5

exhaust. The results presented here indicate that the observed data can be explained
by the formation of a single type of SOA. With one exception, a 2-factor solution with
one POA factor and one SOA factor could explain the data when POA was present in
the chamber prior to photo-oxidation. “Pure SOA” experiments (no POA present) also
produced a single SOA with time-invariant composition.10

POA factors determined from PMF analysis are similar to the HOA factor derived
from ambient datasets, and contain high abundances of the CnH2n+1 and CnH2n−1 se-
ries of ions (Ng et al., 2010, 2011a). Vehicle D4 is the exception. The POA from this
vehicle has a high f44, though the CnH2n+1 and CnH2n−1 ions are still present. SOA fac-
tors determined from PMF and SOA mass spectra from pure SOA experiments cluster15

in an area of high f44 (∼0.1) and low f43 (∼0.05). The SOA factors from gasoline and
diesel experiments are similar to each other, however the mass spectra of the SOA
factors are not similar to published mass spectra of ambient OOA factors (SV-OOA
or LV-OOA) or published mass spectra of SOA formed from traditional SOA precur-
sors such as single ring aromatic compounds. The maximum O : C ratio observed here20

is approximately 0.6, consistent with less-oxidized SV-OOA (Ng et al., 2010, 2011a).
Further oxidative processing is required to produce more oxidized LV-OOA (Ng et al.,
2010, 2011a; Lambe et al., 2011).

Translation of the AMS data into van Krevelen space (Fig. 3) provides information
concerning the oxidation chemistry in these experiments. The slopes for gasoline and25

diesel exhaust oxidation in van Krevelen space are −0.68 and −0.43. This suggests
that SOA formation chemistry is a combination of carboxylic acid and alcohol/peroxide
formation (Ng et al., 2011a; Heald et al., 2010) and is an indication that the photo-
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oxidation chemistry in the experiments presented here is atmospherically relevant. Am-
bient OA data, when plotted in van Krevelen space, exhibits slopes between −1 (Heald
et al., 2010), indicative of chemistry dominated by carboxylic acid formation, and −0.5
(Ng et al., 2011a), indicative of chemistry dominated by a mixture of acid formation and
alcohol/peroxide formation.5

A simple basis set model was used to interpret the time evolution of the POA and
SOA factors (Fig. 6). For all of the experiments except for those using vehicle D4, a
model assuming ideal mixing between POA and SOA produces better agreement with
the data than a version of the model that assumes the POA and SOA form distinct
phases. Neither version of the model is able to describe the rapid and complete evap-10

oration of the POA for vehicle D4. We therefore conclude that the POA and SOA are
mixing in these experiments.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/13/24263/2013/
acpd-13-24263-2013-supplement.pdf.15
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Table 1. List of smog chamber experiments. Vehicles are identified by their model year and a
unique identifier that indicates either the control level (LEV1 or LEV2) for gasoline vehicles or
fuel (D) for diesel vehicles, a number assigned to the vehicle as part of the larger fleet presented
in May et al. (2013c), and the experiment number with that particular vehicle.

Test ID Model VOC/NOx SOA produced PMF Factors Notes
year (ppmC ppm−1) (µg m−3)

LEV1-1.5 1996 3.80 9.29 N Pure SOA
LEV2-1.2 2007 3.43 10.7 N Pure SOA
LEV1-6.1 2003 3.48 2.39 Y 3 Third factor in PMF

is high nitrate SOA
component

LEV1-6.2 2003 3.47 8.82 Y 2
LEV1-6.3 2003 0.25 0 N No SOA formed,

only POA
LEV1-5.2 2000 3.37 3.24 Y 2
LEV2-1.6 2007 3.28 8.96 N Pure SOA
LEV2-4.2 2010 4.06 13.63 N Pure SOA
D4.1 2005 4.19 5.19 Y 2
D4.2 2005 1.16 11.1 Y 2
LEV2-2.1 2008 4.18 12.63 N Pure SOA
D5.1 2001 0.68 5.29 Y 2
D5.2 2001 3.78 14.63 Y 2
D5.3 2001 3.20 12.04 Y 2
LEV2-3.1 2008 3.24 6.42 N Pure SOA
LEV2-3.2 2008 3.31 5.89 N Pure SOA
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Fig. 1. Panel (a) shows a time series of a typical experiment (LEV1-5.2). Diluted exhaust was
introduced to the chamber starting at t = −1.4 h (1.4 h before the start of photo-oxidation).
Chamber filling ended at t = −0.74 h. The POA was characterized for approximately 45 min
prior to the start of photo-oxidation at t = 0. The observed OA concentration increased after the
start of oxidation, indicating production of SOA. The colors indicate the POA and SOA factors
determined from PMF analysis. Modulations in the OA concentration indicate periods when
the aerosol was sampled through a thermodenuder. The blue dashed line shows a predicted
first-order wall loss rate for POA based on black carbon wall loss. Panel (b) shows the residual
of the PMF solution.
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Fig. 2. Mass spectra of the PMF factors for (a) SOA and (b) POA for the experiment shown
in Fig. 1. The POA factor is dominated by reduced ions CxHy . m/z 44 is the largest ion in the
SOA mass spectrum. Panels (c) and (d) show comparisons of the POA mass spectrum to the
ambient HOA factor and the SOA mass spectrum to the average ambient SV-OOA factor from
Ng et al. (2011b).
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Fig. 3. Panels (a) and (b) show triangle plots for gasoline and diesel vehicle experiments. POA
factors are shown as open symbols, and SOA factors as filled symbols. Filled symbols with a
black border show “pure SOA” experiments for gasoline vehicles. The dashed lines are best fits
through the data. Panel (c) shows a van Krevelen plot using the lines plotted in (a) and (b). f44
and f43 are converted to O : C (Aiken et al., 2008) and H : C (Ng et al., 2011a) using published
relationships.
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Fig. 4. Panels (a) and (b) show POA factors for vehicles D4 and D5. Panels (c) through (h)
show scatter plots comparing the various gasoline and diesel POA and SOA factors to each
other and to ambient HOA and LV-OOA factors. There is a high correlation between gasoline
POA and POA from vehicle D5 (f), as well as between gasoline and diesel SOA (g), but poor
agreement between the SOA factors and published mass spectra for ambient OOA (h).
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Fig. 5. Time series of the SOA (red) and POA (black) factors for experiments with vehicles
(a) D5 and (b) D4. First-order wall loss based on black carbon decay is shown as a blue line.
The POA in panel (a) decays according to a first-order wall loss rate for the entire experiment,
whereas the POA in panel (b) evaporates for t>0.
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Fig. 6. Modeling results for the case shown in Fig. 5a. POA (black) data are based on AMS
measurements and PMF analysis. Chamber temperature is shown as a grey line. Two modeling
cases are shown. Case 1 (blue line) assumes ideal mixing between the POA and SOA. Case
2 (red line) assumes that the POA and SOA do not mix. The black dashed line is a version
of Case 2 with no gas-phase chemistry (kOH = 0) to show the effect of temperature on POA
concentrations.
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